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uperb Image Quality 

The E-CUBE 7 represents the next milestone in the progression of the E-CUBE series, embedded core 

imaging technology that boasts for improved image uniformity, resolution, and penetration.

The E-CUBE 7’s processing technology provides optimal images per in every application through the 

elimination of artifacts and the edge-enhancement of tissue boundaries.

The E-CUBE 7 provides excellent images for each application through high-spec transducers that are 

designed and developed around ALPINION’s unique, proprietary, in-house manufacturing technology. 

The powerful 3D imaging engines of the E-CUBE 7 provides solid clinical information on the health of 

pregnant women, and their fetuses, well as of gynecological diseases.
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SCI     The SCI provides clearer images by improving the contrast resolution 
through multiple-angle compound-beam projection.

FullSRI
ALPINION’s unique speckle reduction filtering technology (FullSRI™) 
minimizes artifacts and enhances tissue edge boundaries to create 
an accurate diagnostic image of complex organs.

FTHI FTHI (Filtered Tissue Harmonic Imaging) permits accurate diagnosis 
through rapid and clean images of THI with no limitations on frame rates.

Virtual 
Convex

Proprietary Virtual Convex: Technology expands the image size for 
faster and more accurate MSK and small-parts diagnosis.

FleXcan 
ArchitectureTM

ALPINION’s unique FleXcan ArchitectureTM ultrasound-imaging 
platform allows faster and easier to image performance optimization 
through its efficient and intuitive controls. 

Master 3D
Rapid and intuitive 3D technology sets quickly generates volume 
data to improve your diagnostic- process. Ultra-lightweight 3D/4D 
transducers offer enhanced convenience and reduced fatigue.
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mart Performance

The E-CUBE 7 is an All-in-One Solution system that optimizes imaging performance through its many 

unique and proprietary unique features.

S
in multiple applications

 General Imaging
The E-CUBE 7 uses transducers with the 
same high specification core elements 
that are found in full-featured systems, 
providing the performance needed to 
diagnose diseases of the abdomen, 
including obstetrics and , and urology. 

 Cardiovascular
E-CUBE 7 single-crystal transducers 
provides rapid and clean 
echocardiography images without frame 
rate limitations. 
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 Breast
The E-CUBE 7 provides exceptional images 
of complex breast lesions in the difficult 
environment of fat, mammary glands, 
and muscle folds. The E-CUBE 7’s “‘Clear 
Needle Visualization’“ packag provides 
accurate and intuitive information on 
lesion locations and dimensions.

 OB/GYN
The E-CUBE 7’s powerful imaging 
performance improves, speed and 
efficiency, in measuring lesions and 
acquiring 3D images. In addition, the 
E-CUBE 7 OB/GYN transducers feature an 
ultra-light body and an ergonomic design 
with a comfort grip.

 Musculoskeletal
The E-CUBE 7 is the next milestone in the 
E-CUBE series, providing high quality MSK 
images with an expanded trapezoidal 
imaging area.



The E-CUBE 7 is designed user convenience and 

efficient space utilization that provides excellent 

mobility and portability.

The E-CUBE 7 enables rapid diagnosis through 

highly efficient automatic features that simplify the 

workflow process.

limmer Design
with workflow 
efficiency
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E-CUBE 7’s automatic features
·  Xpeed
   Xpeed™ optimizes 2D and Color flow images with a simple one-touch action that shortens diagnosis time.  

·  Auto IMT
   Auto IMT easily and quickly determines the thickness of the near and far carotid artery walls and 
   evaluates a patient’s asymptomatic risk of cardiovascular disease. Accurate mean, max, 
   standard deviation, and quality index information are delivered with the touch of a single button.

·  Auto Trace PW
   Auto Trace PW provides rapid and accurate real-time information by 
   tracing Doppler waveforms.

·  Application Specific Measurement package
   Diagnostic efficiency is doubled through an onboard measurement package.
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Space efficiency Micro-pinless transducer connector

E-CUBE 7’s design ergonomics
·  Slimmer design, a light-weight system, and ergonomic transducers
     E-CUBE 7 is designed for optimal efficiency in both routine daily practice and advanced clinical examinations.

·  Micro-pinless transducer connectors 
     Micro-pinless transducer connectors offer a seamless interface and eliminate potential problems caused by contaminaton
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uperb image quality

mart performance in multiple applications

limmer design with workflow efficiency

E-CUBE maximizes the core values defined by our customers.


